New Cryptocurrency-related Markets

Less than a month after launching CFDs on Bitcoin (BTC/USD) and Ether (ETH/USD), we are adding Bitcoin
Cash to the list. We are also further expanding our offering with some alternative cryptocurrency-related
markets.

Bitcoin Cash
Bitcoin Cash is an offshoot (fork) of the standard Bitcoin and was created in August 2017. The main
difference between the two is that Bitcoin Cash increases the block size from 1 MB to 8 MB, which allows
more transactions to be processed.
You can now take both long and short positions in CFDs on Bitcoin Cash USD (BCH/USD) and miniBitcoin
Cash USD (miniBCH/USD) at 20% margin and no commissions, with a $15 target spread on BCH/USD, and
$2 on miniBCH/USD.

Bitcoin and Ether ETNs
An Exchange Traded Note (ETN) is a security listed on a stock exchange, which can be traded like the shares
of other companies.
The Bitcoin Tracker-SEK (BITCOINETN/se) and Ether Tracker-SEK (ETHERETN/se) are traded on the Nasdaq
OMX Stockholm Exchange and are designed to track the movements of Bitcoin and Ether, respectively,
against the euro. The new ETN CFDs are offered at 25% margin and also as Cash CFDs at 100% margin.

Shares of Bitcoin Group
Bitcoin Group SE (ADE/g) is a company focused on innovative business models and technologies in the
cryptocurrency and blockchain fields. It holds 100% of the shares of Bitcoin Deutschland AG, which operates
the only platform authorised in Germany for trading the Bitcoin. You can trade Bitcoin Group Share CFDs at
10% margin and Cash CFDs at 100% margin.

Interested in trading any of our new markets?
Simply log in to your account and start now.

Kind regards,
DF Markets
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